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1. Introduction

   Lichnerowicz [6] showed that a Lie algebra structure (so-called Jacobi structure)
on a differentiable manifold SM is equivalent to the existence of a couple (A,=.) of
a bivector (contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor) field A and a vector field =. sat-

isfying certain conditions which were given in terms of the Schouten-Nijenhuis
bracket for multivector fields (Schouten [9], Nijenhuis [8]). Whenever dimEM=2m
and A is nonsingular, the couple (A,=.) can be transformed into a couple (9,w)
of nonsingular differential 2-form 9 and a closed differential 1-form tu (dtu=O)
satisfying

(1) d9+co A9 == O.
Such a form 9 (called a semiclosed form with tu) defines an infinitesimally conformally

symplectic structure on E"l (Guedira and Lichnerowicz [2]). Mimura and N6no [7] gave
an alternative approach to the infinite dimensional Lie algebra structure with the couple

(9,=.) of nonsingular differential 2-form 9 and a vector field =. on g"l, where 9 was

assumed to be a semiclosed form with tu == =.I9 (contraction of 9 by =.) so that
=.(9)=O (Lie derivative of 9 by =.). More generally, Ikushima and Mimura [3]
investigated the structure with the couple (9,co) satisfying (1) where (instead of on tu)

the closedness condition was imposed on =.(tu):

(2) d=- (tu) -O.
    Since the form co in (1) is always closed if dimswl=2m }ir6 (Libermann [5]),
nonsemiclosed 2-form 9 exists only if m = 1 or 2, while (1) is identical for an arbitrary

2-form 9 if m= 1. In fact, Fujiwara, Sakurai and Mimura [1] established a complete
class of nonsingular 2-forms 9 on 4-dimensional differentiable manifold, in which
appeared a subclass of nonsemiclosed 2-forms. The presented paper is devoted to find
the Jacobi structure associated with the 2-forms in the subclass.

   The all objects involved on EIJI is assumed to be differentiable of sufl}ciently high

order.
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                           2. Jacobi structure

    Let EM be a 4-dimensional differentiable manifold, ee a set of all vector fields on EM

and g{ a ring of all differentiable functions on E"l. Our discussion begins with a brief

review of [3] for introducing Jacobi structure associated with a nonsingular 2-form 9 on

E!Jl. For the form 9, since dim EM = 4, there exists a unique 1-form tu satisfying (1) (Lee

[4]); and for the form co, also a unique vector field =. satisfying

For an arbitrary fEER, set a unique vector field Xf on EM:

(4) Xf19 =- df+fco,
and define the product {f,g} on 9{:

(5) {f, g}-Xf (g)-g=- (f).
Then, whenever the condition (2) is imposed on the couple (S2,tu), the subset X:.:

                       21J:. == {Xf E EE 1 [=-, Xf] - I=.(f)}

forms a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra ee under the bracket [,], and the subset 9{=. (of

course, subring of 9{):

                          Y{=. - {fE 9{ 1 Xf E X=.}

forms an infinite dimensional Lie algebra under the product {,}.
    Now, in view of (1) and (3), since

              =- 1 d9 --=- ] (co A 9) : (D A (=- j S;2) = co A (D == O,

the basic identity

                         =- (9) - =- j d9 +d(=- ] 9)

leads to

(6) =- (9) =- dto.
The identity (1), i.e., dS;2 = -co A 9 yields co A d9 = O, and then its exterior derivative

leads to d(D A S2 =O. Accordingly

                  =- (dtu A 9) == =- (dto) A9+dto A =- (9) = O,

for which (2) and (6) are substituted to see dco Adco =O. Hence the following cases

occur on nonclosed ca:

        (i) dco 7! O, co A dco = O, (ii) co A dco iE O, dcD A dc,) = O.
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Therefore, within a suitable local coordinate system (xi,x2,yi,y2), the forms co and 9

have the following appearances according to the cases (see [1]):

               tu=xidyi, g== e-X'Y`e, for (i);

               to=xldyl+dy2, g=e-X'Y'-Y2e, for (ii);

in which e is of the form

                   e= dct A dxi - d6 A dyi +yi6dxi A dyi,

where ct r ct(x,y) and fi =6(x,y) are arbitrary differentiable functions satisfying

                             act oct
                            Ox2 ay2
                                     =-aÅ}O.(7)
                             06 06
                            Ox2 oy2

In both cases, since dco = dxi A dyi, by putting

            =- = 4i (x, y) o2, + gtt2(x, y) o2, + iji(x, y) a;i + rp2(x, y) oe2 ,

it follows that =. ] dto = -ij idxi + 4i dyi. So the condition (2):

                 d=- (tu) - d(=- ] dto + d(=- ] to)) == d(=- ] dtu) - O

leads to diji A dxi -d4i A dyi =O, i.e.,

              2;+2f-o• 2;-2,`i--o• Szi-izl=o•

Therefore 4i and iji are of the forms

                        OÅë(x', yi) , OÅë(x', y')
(s) 4'= oyi , q==- oxi '

    Pay attention here to the identity

                      [=- , Xf]]9- =- (Xf j 9) - Xf ] :- (9),

for which (4) and (6) are substituted to see

                   [=-,Xf]]9 = X.. (f) ]9+f=- (tu) - Xf] dco.

Therefore it is verified that

(9) XfEX=. if and only if f=-((D)=Xf]dco.
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    We are now in a position to pursue our discussion in each case of (i) and (ii) with
the identity

(10) ='1e = (C2 oO.ct2 + ij2 oOyct2 + iji7) dxi - (4i oO.ct, - iji oO.62) dx2

                 - (42 oO.6, +n2 oOy6, +4'7) dy' - (4i aayct, - ij' oay6,)dy2,

where 7=act/ayi+06/Oxi-yi6. For the case (i), since co ==xidyi in (3), the co-
eMcients of du2 and dy2 (also of dxi) in =-]9=e-Xiyi=.]e, i.e., in (10) vanish.

Accordingly

                             1 act                                    i Ofi
                            4 ax2-n ox2=O,

                             i Oct i Ofi
                            e oy2 - rp oy2 = O)

so that 4i =iji=O by (7). Therefore =- is of the form

                       =- ,. 42(x, y) e2, +n2(x, y) oe2•

Hence =.(co) =O, i.e., Xf]dto=O in (9), which concludes that Xf 6X=. is of the form

                       xf == cf2 (x, y) o2, + ijf2 (x, y) ae2•

Consequently, since Xf] e == Xf(ct)dx' - Xf(6)dy', (4) implies that Of/ax2 = Of/Oy2 ==
O, i.e. f == f(xi, yi). Thus

(11) ER=. ={flf == f(xi,yi)EER},
on which the product {f,g} of (5) vanishes because of =-(f) = Xf(g) =O.
    For the case (ii), in view of (8) and (10), since co=xidyi+dy2, (3) gives in
coordinates the system of equations

                     2 oct 2 oct ogb
                       ox2 + ij oy2 =7axi '

(i2b) ,a .ct ,g,g+,e.6,ge-o,

(12c) 42 ae .62 +ij2 oa y62 = -7 oOy9 -xiexiyi+y2,

('2d) aO ,,ct 2oO,9+EO,13,oO,9,=-ex"i"2.
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Remind that Åë=Åë(xi,yi) for the integration of (12b):

                         aÅë                               adi                       ct Ei7T' +6a.i = W(x',y', y2),

whose differentiation by y2 is combined with (12d) to see ow/oy2=-exiy'+y2, i.e.,

                    ut (xl, yl, y2) = -ex'yi+y2 + q(xl, yl).

Hence (12b) and (12d) are valid if and only if

(13) ct S/ +6 oO.9 =-eX"'"2 +q(xi, y').

Since a lO in (7), the equations (12b) and (12d) are equivalent to

)9t == -ex'yi+y2aDxct2,

y9 =ex'yi'y2 o6.62.

In view of (12b) and (12d), the solutions 42 and ij2 of (12a) and (12c) are given

respectively by

        aC2 = 7(oOyct2 oOy9 + oOy62 aOxÅë/) +xiexiy'+y2 eOyct2 == exiy'+y2 (xi oayct2 - 7) ,

       -aij2 = 7(oOxct2 aOy9 + oOx62 aOx9) + xiexiy'+y2 oOxct2 == xiexiyi+y2 oexct2 .

Consequently =. is determined as

    =. = illi/ll oei +a-iexiy'+y2 (xi aOyct2 - 7) oe2 - aO,,9t oei - a-ixiexiyi+y2 oaxct2 X2 ,

in which the coeMcient of O/Oy2 is replaced by (12b)' with xiOÅë/axi to see =-(co) ==

dÅqP. Therefore, by putting

           xf - e(x, y) o2, + 4f2 (x, y) o2, + n7 (x, y) oe, + ijf2 (x, y) oe2 7

47 and ij7 are determined by (9) respectively as 47 == fOÅë/ay' and ij7 = -faÅë/oxi.

Accordingly Xf is of the form

                 x, -fg,g ,e, + e; ,2, -fg$ ,;i + ij? ,e2•
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So, similary as (10), Xf]e is written in coordinate. And then, in the result, (12b) and

(12d) is used to derive

       Xf]e=(4f2oO.ct2+ijf2',0,ct2-f,O.97)dx'-f(,O,9,O.ct2+,O.9,O.62)dx2

               - (e? ,6.6, + ag? ,O,fi, +fg,9 7) dyi -f(S9 ,O,ct, + g$ ,O,6,) dy2

             = (4f2 oO.ct2 + rpf2 aOyct2 -faO,9, 7) dxi

               - (4f2 aO.6, + ijf2 oOyfi, +f aay9 7) dyi + ex]y''y2fdy2,

where 7= Oct/Oyi+06/Oxi -yi6. Consequently (4) gives in coorinates the system of

equatlons

        eO.ct2 4f2 + oOyct2 nf2 -- foO,9, (oOyct, + o6.6, -yi6) +exiyi'y2 oO.f, ,

        oO.6, 4f2 + oa,6, qf2 - -f oa,9 (oO,ct, + oO.6, - y'6) - ex'y'+y2 (oO,if, +xif) ,

and 6f/ax2=0f/Oy2 ==O. Hence 4f2• and of2 are determined uniquely by the above
equations, while f=f(xi,yi). Thus ER=. is determined also as (11), on which the
product {f,g} of (5) is written as

(i4) {f•g}-f(,a.giS9-,O,ec9)-g(,O.fiS,9-oO,ifioO.Åë,);

and, by (12b)' and (12d)', also as

(i4)t {f,g} .. a-iex'y`+y2 aE .62 (f oe.gi -goO.ifi) +amiex'y'+y2 oO.ct2 (f oOygi -goayifi),

which completes the Jacobi structure in the consideration. In conclusion, the following

theorem is deduced (see [3], Theorem 2).

    THEoREM. Let 9 be a nonsingular and nonsemiclosed differential 2-form on 4-
dimensional di:fferentiable manptold E"l satisfying (1), where to is a di;fferential 1-form whose

existence is a matter ofcourse. Then the nonvanishing Jacobi structure in the consideration

exists ofand only if9 has thefollowing appearance within a suitable local coordinate system:

(ls) s2 == e-x'y'-y2(dct A dxi-dfi A dyi+yi13dxi A dyi),

where ct = ct(x,y) and 6=6(x,y) are arbitrary differentiable functions satisfving the
nonsingularlity condition (7), and the relation (13) for some diJfferentiable functions
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di (xi, yi) and q(xi, yi). For the fo rm s;2 of (1 5), the la cobi structure on 9{ =- of (1 1) is

given by (14) or equivalently by (14)'.
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